INTERNATIONAL CRISIS GROUP

Ambassador Council

OUR MISSION

International Crisis Group is an independent organisation working to prevent conflicts and shape policies that will build a more peaceful world. Crisis Group aspires to be the preeminent organisation providing independent analysis and advice on how to prevent, resolve or better manage deadly conflict. We combine expert field research, analysis and engagement with policymakers across the world in order to prevent, mitigate and end deadly conflict.

ABOUT THE AMBASSADOR COUNCIL

Join our young professional community of passionate advocates in the sphere of conflict prevention and resolution. The Ambassador Council (AC) is a group of young leaders with diverse backgrounds who support Crisis Group’s mission of preventing war and shaping peace. Engage in stimulating discussions about world politics and international relations with diverse voices from a variety of professional backgrounds across the globe. Gain insight into the latest developments directly from the field through conversations with Crisis Group’s leading analysts. Build close-knit relationships with a group of peers through unique, intellectual experiences.

The Ambassador Council reflects values core to Crisis Group’s founding principles: through dialogue and inclusive representation, peace is possible. Together, we can make a difference.

KEY FACTS

Our passionate Co-Chairs lead four active branches in Brussels, London, New York, and San Francisco.

Joining fee of $500 or the equivalent in kind support. For a list of our current AC members, visit www.crisisgroup.org/ambassador-council.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

As an Ambassador Council member, you will:

• Engage in virtual conversations: Enjoy invitations to Crisis Group’s online events on the most pressing geopolitical issues;

• Exclusive access: Attend in person events such as breakfast briefings, screenings and roundtable discussions, with Crisis Group’s Trustees and supporters;

• Community: Join exclusive Ambassador Council Happy Hour events with other AC peers and Crisis Group staff;

• Website Recognition: Receive recognition on our website as a valued supporter;

• Special Updates: Stay informed with regular updates on Crisis Group’s activities and impact.

We also offer exclusive opportunities to our AC chairs.

CONTACT US

To discuss membership, please contact: DevOps@crisisgroup.org